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OpenScope
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OpenScope opens the Allen Brain Observatory pipeline to the community—

enabling theoretical, computational, and experimental scientists to test

sophisticated hypotheses on brain function in a program analogous to

astronomical observatories that survey the night sky.

Once a year, OpenScope invites external scientists to propose experiments to be

run on the Allen Institute pipeline. These proposals are competitively reviewed for

scientific merit and feasibility by a panel of leading experts from the international

community. If selected, the proposed experiments are performed with the Allen

Institute's verified, reproducible, and open protocols for in vivo Neuropixels

electrophysiology or two-photon calcium imaging. Any resulting data is made

freely available to the selected applicants and to the broader community. The goal

is to lower barriers to testing new hypotheses about brain function, bring new

computational and theoretical talents to the field, and enhance the reproducibility

of results in brain research—thereby accelerating progress toward an integrated

understanding of neural activity in health and disease.

The OpenScope Program is supported by the National Institute Of Neurological

Disorders And Stroke of the National Institutes of Health under Award Number

U24NS113646. (This content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does

not necessarily represent the official views of the National Institutes of Health)

http://observatory.brain-map.org/visualcoding
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Two End-to-End data pipelines
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The OpenScope platform tests novel hypotheses on brain function using an established 

data collection pipeline. The platform utilizes cutting-edge behavioral training, Neuropixels 

recordings, and two-photon calcium imaging. The resulting data is curated, standardized, 

and disseminated with open standards and is eventually released to the public after a 

one-year embargo.

The OpenScope program provides the community access to:

• End-to-end standardized experimental platform including brain surgery, animal 

training, neuronal recordings (in vivo Neuropixels electrophysiology or two-photon 

calcium imaging), and brain reconstruction.

• Animal behavior training to test novel hypotheses of brain function.

• Data standardization and sharing via NWB files in the cloud.

• Datasets that are cross-referenced through shared standards and data access,

allowing further meta-analysis by the community.

• Dissemination of results as selected teams analyze and submit their outcomes to

bioRxiv and peer-reviewed journals.

D

E
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We established a two-stage selection process under the guidance of the OpenScope Scientific

Steering Group. Applicants first submit a 2-page Letter Of Intent (LOI) that is screened for feasibility
by internal Allen Institute reviewers. If there are more than 15 feasible proposed proposals, the

LOIs are scored and ranked for scientific merit by external reviewers. The top-scored (up to 18)

feasible LOIs are then invited to submit 6-page full proposals, which are again scored by blinded
internal and external scientific reviewers.

The top 6-7 projects are discussed by the Scientific Steering Group, where the committee considers
overarching programmatic goals and portfolio balance to make the final selection. The external

reviewers include neuroscientists from across the community, and the entire process is blinded.

In July 2022, we posted our Request for Proposals (RFP) detailing the types of projects allowed,
the application format, and upcoming due dates. For this application cycle, we received 11 LOIs in

early September 2022. The entire selection process (submission, reviews, and private
communications) was managed online via a secured platform (https://www.submittable.com).

Nine teams were invited to submit full proposals, and one did not move forward as they were not

feasible for the listed capabilities in the RFP. On Nov 22nd, we received 8 full proposals that were
distributed across 6 external reviewers who kindly volunteered to help this community effort. All

reviewers signed Confidentiality Agreements and were blinded to the applicants’ identity. The top-
scored 7 proposals were sent forward to the OpenScope Scientific Steering Group along with the

reviewer ranking and notes. The selected 3 projects for 2023 were approved and selected on

January 31st by the Scientific Steering Committee.

6

A double-blinded selection process

https://www.submittable.com/
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Projects Recommended for Award
in 2022-2023
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Neuropixels project 1:

Vision2Hippocampus

Chinmay Purandare, Postdoctoral Scholar UCSF, Krishna Choudhary Postdoctoral Scholar (former) UCLA, 

Siddharth Jhamale PhD Student UCLA US, Mayank Mehta Full Professor UCLA US

Neuropixels project 2:

TemporalBarcode

Pamela Reinagel: Associate Professor UCSD

Two-photon project 1: 
SequenceLearning

Michael Berry Associate Professor Princeton University

Non-selected teams’ identities and projects remain blinded and confidential. Applications

included teams from North America (7) and Europe (4) and included applicants from both
the theoretical and experimental neuroscience community.
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Scientific outcomes
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Preliminary scientific highlights from 
2022-3 selected projects
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in multiple anatomically defined areas. During this same task, we recorded the current source density 
profiles in area STG. We again performed the local and global error contrasts as defined above. We 
observed local errors evoked stronger sinks in middle layers. We also observed that global errors 
evoked greater sources in superficial and deep layers, although the effects were weak. This indicates 
there may be functional inhibition in these earlier cortical regions during global errors (Fig. 4). More 
data are needed to quantify these effects.  

 
Preliminary Data, mice 
We have analyzed neuropixels data from N=3 mice 
habituated to the global oddball stimulus sequence thus 
far. An example neuron is shown in Fig. 5. These 
recordings support the presence of global oddball coding in 
mouse visual cortex and the feasibility of the recording 
approach and paradigm. 
 
Possible Pitfalls 
As demonstrated by our preliminary data we have all the 
necessary tools and expertise to perform multi-area, multi-
laminar analysis in monkeys. We do not foresee any 
technical challenges in scaling up from the two areas 
reported in preliminary data to six as we have previously 
published results using multi-laminar recordings in up to six 
areas. Furthermore, we have significant experience with 
data analysis for all relevant aspects including single unit, 
multi-unit, current source density analysis, and LFP 

analysis. As for the mouse recordings, initial preliminary data also demonstrate the feasibility for these 
recordings. Indeed, the Allen Institute with whom we are partnering for this is a world leader in these 
recordings in mice and has established a track record in a number of high-impact publications 
(citations). In case we do not observe global oddball effects, this may be due to the passive nature of 
the task proposed in Specific Aim 1 and a lack of cellular specificity to the analyses proposed here. We 
aim to address both of these possible pitfalls in the next two specific aims. 
 
It is possible that mean firing rates do not encode the variables of interest and that higher-order aspects 
of the neural signal do. We will also examine these higher-order representations using two alternative 
data analysis methods: first, we plan to perform decoding analyses (citations) to see if global oddballs 
are represented in the population response. Second, we plan to analyze the local field potential for 
power changes in the beta (15-30 Hz) and gamma (40-100 Hz) frequency ranges, as these frequencies 
have been previously shown to respond to oddballs [3]. 
 
Aim 2: To investigate somatostatin (SST+) and parvalbumin (PV+) interneurons during global 
errors in mice and to train a machine learning model to detect these cells based on extracellular 
spike properties in macaques 
Rationale: Predictions are thought to “subtract away” activity that is fully known and therefore 
uninformative. Previous work confirms that unpredicted stimuli result in more neural activity compared 
to predicted stimuli [3]. What remains unanswered is how are neural responses to predicted stimuli 
reduced? This operation likely involves cortical inhibitory neurons because it is subtractive in nature. In 
Aim 2A we will record neural activity in transgenic mouse lines expressing opsins in either SST+ or PV+ 
interneurons. This will enable us to observe these in inhibitory cells in action during a predictive 
processing task. We will test which population of inhibitory interneuron is most involved in processing 
local and global errors. In Aim 2B we will build a machine learning model to detect which cells are PV+ 

 
Fig 5. Global oddballs in example 
neuron from a mouse. Red line is the 
spiking response of a neuron to a 
global oddball response (AAAA when 
AAAB is predicted). Black line is the 
repetition control (AAAA when it occurs 
in the control block) 

data at Vanderbilt University. In macaques, recordings and analysis will be performed at Vanderbilt 
University and will include areas V1, V2, V3, V4, MT, and MST, with the addition of PFC. The Bastos 
lab has extensive experience with recordings in mid- and high-level cortical areas. In addition, a 
collaborator (Maier) has extensive experience in early visual cortex. Therefore, we are well-equipped to 
perform these challenging multi-area recordings, as we recently pioneered an approach to record from 
6 areas simultaneously in awake behaving macaques [3,17]. 
 
Habituation and Recording Approach, mice (recordings at Allen Institute): Over the course of 5-
10 habituation sessions, mice will be exposed to a visual stimulus sequence “AAAB”. After these 5-10 
habituation sessions, neurophysiological recordings will be performed using Neuropixels probes [18]. 
During the recordings, the sequence “AAAA” will be presented on 20% of trials to induce a global error. 
We will also use two control blocks to rule out non-specific effects to the main contrast (described 
below). Mice will be separated into two cohorts, one that is habituated to “AAAB” (N=6 mice) and a 
second group that is habituated to “BBBA” (N=6 mice). Neuropixels probes will be acutely lowered into 

the six visual cortical areas to record massively parallel spiking and local field potential data across 
cortical layers. This will provide some of the richest neurophysiological data ever recorded (~2,000 
units recorded simultaneously). Figure 2 displays schematically the study strategy. As shown in 
preliminary data, we have already made significant progress on this experiment (Fig. 5). Anatomical 
reconstruction of the probe locations together with current source density analysis will confirm the 
laminar position of the recording contacts. 
 
Habituation and Recording Approach, monkeys (recordings at Vanderbilt University): Over the 
course of 5-10 habituation sessions, monkeys at Vanderbilt will be exposed to the identical stimulus 
sequence as mice. Macaques will also fixate around a central point. The additional requirement is 
necessary because primates perform large saccades which could bring the stimulus out of register with 
neurons’ receptive fields. After habituation, we will record multiple sessions of neurophysiology data in 
which the global error “AAAA” occurs on 20% of trials. As in mice we will run several control blocks 

 
Figure 2: Logic of OpenScope recordings (to be performed at Allen Institute). Mice are head 
fixed and restrained (while still being able to run on a styrofoam ball) as they observe a 
computer monitor with a set of visual grating stimuli with either left or right tilted bars. Over 5-10 
habituation sessions, mice will only observe stimuli corresponding to xxxY (also referred to as 
AAAB). During a neuropixels recording session, they will observe for the first time the global 
oddball stimulus, xxxx (also referred to as AAAA). Mice will be separated into two cohorts to 
counter-balance the stimulus types and mice will either be from a transgenic line expressing 
channelrhodopsin in Somatostatin (SST+) or Parvalbumin (PV+) inhibitory interneurons. After 
the global oddball sequence mice will then be exposed to a selectivity control block (random 
stimuli each presentation) or a repetition control block (either stimulus xxxx or yyyy will be 
shown in a sequence – this block is not depicted in the figure. 

the same temporal structure, but with random presentations of the 2 stimuli (e.g., xyxy, xyyy, yyyy, etc.). In this way we can 

control for neurons’ selectivities post-hoc without requiring the animals to learn multiple sequences. This control also 

enables us to compare the same physical stimulus in two different contexts: the local or global oddball conditions during the 

main experiment and the same stimulus when it occurs at the same position in a random sequence (absent of prediction). 
 

Pilot Study Proposal 

In addition to the changes in experimental design, both 

teams also agreed that a pilot study will be useful to gain 

confidence in project feasibility and to ensure that the 

experimental effects (i.e., local and global oddballs) are 

elicited. Here, we propose a 2-animal pilot study. One PV-

Cre line animal will be trained to the xxxY sequence in a 

series of 5-10 habituation sessions before data collection. 

One SST-Cre line animal will be trained to the yyyX 

sequence. The included figure details the modified 

experimental design and shows the proposed procedure for 

each of the pilot mice as well as the full experimental 

cohorts. Having one animal of each mouse Cre line in the 

pilot will ensure preliminary data for testing the interneuron-

specific hypotheses. We will also test for local and global 

oddball and feedforward/feedback transmission effects to 

ensure they are elicited with the current experimental design 

in both animals.  

We have selected 4 areas (V1/VISp, LM/VISl, 

PM/VISpm, and AM/VISam) as “essential” for neuropixels 

recording and optotagging for the following reasons: First, our hypotheses require both “early” and “late” areas in the visual 

processing chain. We therefore opt for 2 areas near the bottom and 2 near the top of the known hierarchy. Second, the 

selected areas have strong functional connectivity using transmission analysis (Jia et al., 2022, Neuron). We also propose 

4 mice in the PV-Cre group and 6 mice in the SST-Cre group. This is because optotagged PV+ cells have significant overlap 

with cells with fast-spiking waveforms (Jia et al., 2019, J. Neurophysiol.). Much less is known about the waveform shape 

and functional properties of SST+ cells, so we opt for more mice in this group. It is our aim to include a minimum of 100 

cells per class in the final analysis of each oddball type, although more (~200) is preferable. Pilot analyses of the waveform 

shapes of PV+ vs. SST+ optotagged cells will be essential for making this decision. 

As noted above, we will also use pilot data to test whether 0.5 second stimulus presentations are sufficient for spike 

transmission analysis. Should it not be sufficient, we will alter stimulus presentation durations to more closely match Jia et 

al., 2022, Neuron, at the expense of trial count. Lastly, it is unknown whether static or drifting stimuli are better suited for 

the proposed analyses. In the pilot, we will test whether drifting gratings evoke different patterns of eye movements during 

local vs. global oddballs as a potential confound. One pilot mouse (SST-Cre) will observe static stimuli and the other (PV-

Cre) will observe drifting grating in training and during recordings. Preliminary analysis after pilot collection will allow us to 

decide which stimuli are better suited. It is our belief that this modified experimental design addresses the primary concerns 

of the original proposal and now has a high probability of success. 

A B

The GlobalLocalOddball project is interested in comparing two types of error responses in the thalamo-cortical
network. They hypothesize that a local oddball (involving a stimulus with a short scale spatio-temporal s tructure) will
recruit local cortical ci rcuits , contrary to a global oddball (involving longer dis tance spatio-temporal structures) will
recruit the cortical hierarchy more broadly. A. Experimental design of the visual stimuli for the OpenScope
GlobalLocal Oddball project (Neuropixel 1).B. Analysis of s timuli -evoked responses in OpenScope datasets collected
in 2022. A marked response to Global Oddballscan be noted on this analysis compared to the control group.

Innovation & Broader Impact: Illusory contours provide a unique opportunity for probing the binding mechanism, 
and more broadly the neural implementation of perceptual inference. Yet, neocortical microcircuit mechanisms 
that generate IC-encoding, including the role of inhibitory interneurons, is entirely unknown. Further, IC 
perception is impaired in neuropsychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia23,24. Elucidating its neural 
implementation will implicate which neocortical microcircuit components are affected and facilitate the 
development of their treatment. 
In addition, we are deeply committed to open science. We have already collected an extensive dataset of visual 
responses to illusory contours in mouse visual cortex using two-photon (2P) imaging; this dataset includes layers 
2/3 and layer 4 of V1, and simultaneous mesoscale imaging of layer 2/3 in 6 visual areas. We are currently 
preparing a manuscript examining how and where illusory contours are represented in the mouse visual cortex 
(see descriptions of preliminary data below), and we will share this dataset upon publication. If selected for the 
OpenScope Neuropixels platform, the parallel two-photon imaging and extracellular electrophysiology datasets 
will be immensely beneficial for the neuroscience community, just as the parallel platforms of the Allen Brain 
Observatory have proven to be. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
As mentioned above, we have already collected an extensive two-photon dataset examining IC responses 
across layers in V1 and across 6 visual areas. As in the parallel platforms of the Allen Brain Observatory, we 
aim to maximize the advantage of each neural activity recording method by making detailed comparisons of the 
two datasets. To facilitate such comparisons, we will keep the visual stimuli largely the same with our existing 
dataset. All images presented as visual stimuli will be centered on the monitor, and Neuropixels probes targeted 
to each visual area will be retinotopically aligned to the center of the monitor. 

Visual Stimulation: Each visual stimulation session will consist of 3 blocks. The order of trials will be randomized 
within each block. 

 

Block A. Illusory Contour Block (~100 min): The first block will be the illusory contour (IC) block (Figure 2A). 
IC stimuli contained illusory contours. Rotated control (RC) stimuli were designed such that the RC stimulus pair 
(RC1 & RC2) would match the IC stimulus pair (IC1 & IC2) in their component parts, but not evoke an illusory 
percept. T-type real edges (named after the T-shape within the image, denoted REt) were designed to dissociate 
between inferred vs faithful representation (for details, see Figure 3 and preliminary data section below): REt1 
(REt2) was designed to have the same amount of overlap with IC1 (IC2) as with RC1 (RC2). X-type real edges 
(named after the X-shape within the image, denoted REx) were also designed to test for the presence of the 
inferred edge in IC evoked neural activity pattern (Figure 3 and preliminary data section): Each IC had equivalent 
overlap with either REx. For synchrony, noise correlation, and covariance analyses, trial repetition will be 
maximized in this block (400 repeats). Each stimulus will be presented for 1s, with zero inter-stimulus interval. 
In addition, to examine horizontal and vertically oriented ICs, we will present another set of images by rotating 
each image in Figure 2A by 45 degrees; this set will be presented with lower trial counts (50 repeats). 
Block B. Receptive Field Mapping Block (~7 min): We will use circular patches of drifting gratings to map 
receptive fields (Figure 2B). The diameter of the circular patch will be 16 visual degrees, matching the size of 
the illusory region in Block A (i.e., the gap distance between two diagonal white circles in Figure 2A Blank 
stimulus is 16 degrees). These circular patches will be presented in 9 different positions. The center location is 
at the center of the monitor, and hence matches the center of images in Block A. The other 8 positions will be 

Figure 2. Visual Stimuli. 
A.Illusory contour block. 

The illusory gap region is 
16 visual degrees. 

B.Receptive field mapping 
block with circular 
patches 16 visual degrees 
in diameter, 8 directions 

(45° intervals) and 9 
different locations. 

C.Size tunning mapping 
block. Concentric circular 
patches in different sizes 
(0, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 visual 
degrees) will be 
presented in 8 directions. 

IC1 RC1 T1 REt1

IC2 RC2 T2 REt2

X1 X2 X Blank

16 deg

A

16 deg

B

C

The Illusion project aim to test how distant visual s timuli form connected neuronal representations. They use optical 
i l lusion as a proxy to trigger on or off these representations. A. Experimental design for the visual stimuli for the 
OpenScope Illusion project (Neuropixel 2). The stimulus set i s composed of Illusory contours (ICs) created by two opposing 
complementary cut ci rcles. In addition, it contains control stimuli to measure the response to complementary 
combinations of circles and non illusory contours (Ret and X) as well as blank s timuli. B. In part of the session, we present 
windowed gratings of different sizes (C) to measure the response of cells to different orientations. D.Based on this 
experimental design, and using datasets that we collected in 2022, the project team was able to confirm the presence of 
i l lusory contour responses in our recordings in mice. A subset of the cells (N=300) significantly responded to horizontal ICs . 
Interestingly, the orientation selectivity of these cells on average matched the i llusory contour direction. 

The following are single figure snapshots from all 3 previous projects. It is to be noted that data

collection for these projects started and completed in 2022 so some of these results could very
much mature and change over the year. These figure are meant to illustrate the start of an

extensive data analysis effort by the analysis teams.

Neuropixels project 1:

Neural Circuitry Underlying Detection of Local and Global Prediction Errors

Neuropixels project 2:

Utilizing Illusory Contours to Elucidate the Neural Mechanism of Binding
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• Next-generation brain observatories. Koch, Christof; Svoboda, Karel; Bernard, Amy; Basso, Michele A; 

Churchland, Anne K; Fairhall, Adrienne L; Groblewski, Peter A; Lecoq, Jérôme A; Mainen, Zachary F; 

Mathis, Mackenzie W, Neuron, 110, 22, 3661-3666, 2022

• L2/3 and L5 pyramidal neuron somata and apical dendrites exhibit distinct responses to unexpected 

violations of visual flow . Gillon et al., COSYNE 2020

• Learning from unexpected events in the neocortical microcircuit, Pina, Gillon et al., COSYNE 2021

• Differential encoding of temporal context and expectation across the visual hierarchy, Wyrick et al., 

COSYNE 2022

• Learning from unexpected events in the neocortical microcircuit, Gillon et al. bioRxiv 2021

• Parallel inference of hierarchical latent dynamics in two-photon calcium imaging of neuronal 

populations, Prince et al., bioRxiv 2021

• Measuring Stimulus-Evoked Neurophysiological Differentiation in Distinct Populations of Neurons in 

Mouse Visual Cortex , Mayner et al., eNeuro 2021

Publications and peer-reviewed posters 
linked to OpenScope projects

1
0

Two-photon project 1: 

Predictive Learning and Somato-dendritic Coupling

The Dendri ticCoupling project aims to test whether somatic and dendri tic compartments of the same pyramidal
cell could play di fferent roles in computing sensory error signals . To that end, we collect high-defini tion cortical
s tacks that enable the morphological reconstruction of pyramidal processes. A. Raw high-resolution in vivo 2-
photon calcium imaging z-s tack from mouse Visp. B. Combined z-s tack after denoising with DeepInterpolation
and processing. C. Preliminary tracing of pyramidal neurons in z-stack using Neurolucida 360. These
reconstruction will be used to match the activi ty of somatic and dendri tic compartments across the layer I and
the somatic layer.
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Ongoing developments
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Ephys Surgical developments

1
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For electrophysiological recordings, we aimed to offer a more extensive set of neuronal

targets (beyond the existing visual brain area targets) for the second application cycle
(opened in 2022-2023). In 2021, we developed a 3D printed plastic implant that replaces the

entire section of the mouse skull over the left hemisphere. Pre-determined holes can be

placed in the plastic to allow the targeting of specific brain-areas. This procedure was
surgically validated in 2021 and pilot Neuropixels recordings demonstrated that we could

target new brain areas with success. In 2022, we scaled implementation of this preparation
(see Figure 2 A, B) and are now performing this surgical preparation routinely. This allowed

us to offer the expanded targeting capabilities to the second OpenScope RFP.

Per our goals, we quantified the targeting efficiency for positioning individual probes in a
subset of holes, both for cortical and sub-cortical targets (see Figure). Cortical areas are

more reliably targeted compared to sub-cortical areas, depending on the overall size of the
brain area of interest. The figure illustrates that we can readily starts recording from larger

brain areas both cortical and sub-corticals. We expect our targeting precision to improve

over the years.

Quanti fication of Neuropixels targeting using the newer full dorsal implant. A. Top view of the new 3D printed dorsal implant
design with pre-drilled holes. Each hole was assigned a unique letter. B. We performed a number of experiments across all
holes in A. Each number represent the number of times a probe was inserted. C. For holes A and K, we plotted the percentage
of insertions that reached a given brain areas under the hole. Both cortical (red) and sub-cortical areas (blue) were identi fied for
each hole. It is to be noted that a given insertion willgo acrossmultiple areas at the same time.
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Ophys Surgical developments
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In 2022, we continued new

surgical and hardware
developments on the two-

photon platform, with the

goal of testing the
performance of multiple

variables under our two-
photon imaging microscope

(see Figure). We also

redesigned our head plate
to be compatible with our

recording hardware and
extensively modified our

two-photon instrument to

have sufficient degrees of
freedoms to accommodate

the large range of imaging
positions now enabled

under a full hemispheric

imaging implant. We are
still planning to deploy this

capability in the next
application call, per our

initial timeline. Center

A B

C

D

Edge 
Anterior

Edge 
Posterior

Edge Anterior

Edge Posterior

Center

Development of full dorsal hemispheric imaging access for OpenScope. A. We firs t
developed a custom 3D laser-cut, bended glass implant in partnership with outside
suppliers . We then adapted our internal head-fixation holder (yellow) to this new implant
shape. B. Surgical implantation of this glass implant was piloted and validated in 2022 and
2023, providing chronic access to half of the dorsal cortex in the mouse, from the visual
cortex to the frontal cortex. We validated that we could still obtain complete Intrinsic
Imaging map of the visual cortex using our standardized intrinsic imaging instruments (see
bottom-right). C. Our mesoscope microscopes were adapted to provide sufficient degrees
of freedom for imaging the enti re range of imaging location (see colored arrows). We
included a novel rotation platform under the mouse head-stage (yellow arrow).D. Left: We
validated that we could image the enti rety of the glass implant using tiled two-photon
fields of view. Our tests confi rmed that imaging quality was maintained across the dorsal
surface provided we used separate imaging locations for the objective center (Edge
anterior, edge posterior and center). Right: see a comparison of imaging quality when
matchingcells for all 3 imaging center locations.
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Piloting auditory behaviors
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We expanded beyond visual stimuli to pilot auditory stimuli on the Allen Brain Observatory

pipeline (see Figure). We piloted auditory cues and multi-sensory tasks with mice.

Developing this task allowed us to select specific hardware requirements. Based on these

pilots, we are modifying our pipeline hardware at scale across the pipeline. This includes

adding speakers, computer hardware to control auditory equipment, as well as making our

behavioral software pipeline more modular. This will allow us to potentially support auditory

stimuli in future proposals.
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OpenScope DataBook
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In 2022, we built the capability to convert and push NWB files to the Dandi archive, as stored

on this public repository (https://github.com/AllenInstitute/OpenScopeNWB). This
development proved to be instrumental in 2023 as we used this capability to push datasets

to DANDI archive almost immediately following data collection. For OpenScope, it was the

first year this pipeline went into action. We continually improved our approach throughout the
year, generating NWB files both for two-photon imaging and Neuropixels recordings. This

dataset includes some of the very first NWB files on DANDI with entirely raw data, sharing
multiple TB of data. This capacity was key to our progress as we now can routinely share

datasets in the cloud with external teams. We successfully used the embargoed capability

developed by the DANDI team to manage sharing our datasets with credentials.

Having developed the ability to upload datasets to the cloud, we focused our attention on

enabling reproducible analysis from DANDI cloud-storage. In collaboration with the DANDI
team, we developed a Jupyter DataBook called “OpenScope DataBook”

(https://github.com/AllenInstitute/openscope_databook) connected both to DandiHub cloud

deployment (https://hub.dandiarchive.org/hub/) and linked to https://mybinder.org. This
DataBook contains Jupyter notebooks describing how to access datasets on DANDI, both

locally and in streaming mode. We also added exemplary notebooks on how to perform
simple analysis like stim-aligned averages or eye tracking analysis. Critically, all our code is

streaming the data within standardized environments so all analysis can be replicated

directly in the cloud by pressing a single button. We intent for this Databook to grow over the
years in collaboration with teams involved with the OpenScope projects. We also hope for

the contributions from neuroscientists interested in sharing entirely replicable analysis, ran
from DANDI archive data assets.

https://github.com/AllenInstitute/OpenScopeNWB
https://github.com/AllenInstitute/openscope_databook
https://hub.dandiarchive.org/hub/
https://mybinder.org/
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Outreach
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Scientific workshops
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To increase the impact of our scientific event in 2022, we co-organized both an online webinar

and an onsite events called NeuroDataReHack. The online workshop happened on September
28, 2022 followed by the in-person hackhathon on October 3-5, 2022. Both events were

extensively advertised on social medias and a dedicated web portal.

The webinar showcased on existing resources for Data ReUse, introduced the OpenScope
project, as well as a roundtable discussion followed by an online poster session. Our goal for the

event was to facilitate team formation across the field around Data ReUse. This event was
opened to all scientists worldwide and is still available on YouTube. There were 244 registrants

and 533 views on YouTube. An anonymized registrant list was sent to NIH as a deliverable and

is attached to this report for reference.

The in-person hackathon was open to selected applicants. Each applicant described an existing

data analysis project they intended to focus during the Hackathon. The event contained talks and

presentation to facilitate the analysis of datasets uploaded to DANDI (both OpenScope datasets

and coming from other laboratories). Eventually, each team could focus on the analysis they

intended to do, leveraging the available expertise in neuroscience and software engineering. The

event concluded with a presentation of all analysis that was achieved during the event.

https://alleninstitute.org/what-we-do/brain-science/events-training/2022-neurodatarehack-hackathon/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW7qExr7DaI
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We held a 3-day technical workshop on September 21-23, 2022. This workshop was co-organized

with the Allen Institute for Neural Dynamics, the Allen Institute MindScope Program, and the
University of Washington.

In this workshop, participants from around the world had the opportunity to tour our in
vivo electrophysiology and imaging facilities and learn the details of these methods from Allen

Institute and UW scientists and staff. Lectures and demonstrations covered all aspects of generating
high-quality physiology datasets, from surgery to behavior training to neural recordings. Participants

also learned how to access data from the Allen Brain Observatory and about the OpenScope

program. The workshop was advertised on social medias and a dedicated web portal.

The workshop was geared towards graduate students, postdocs, staff scientists, and PIs with some
experience with in vivo recordings. We received 137 applications and selected 40 final participants.

The selection process prioritized wide distribution of attendees, aiming to avoid selecting applicants

from the same institutions. In the end, attendees came from 40 different institutions. The workshop
ended with a group discussion where attendees could give their feedback on the workshop and on

the OpenScope program.

We are renewing this workshop in 2023 but moved the date earlier to June 2023. This is to allow

workshop participants to apply to the OpenScope RFP 2023 call. Indeed, some participants left with
the intent to apply in future years, based on what they learn during the workshop.

https://alleninstitute.org/what-we-do/brain-science/events-training/2022-neuropixels-openscope-workshop/).
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We plan to release our yearly RFP in the early summer

of 2023. It will be communicated on our web portal as
well as through the Allen Institute social media

accounts.

We plan to add new technical capabilities to this call.
Thanks to the ongoing surgical development, we will

expand the list of available imaging areas using the
new recording and surgical protocol. The RFP will

contain a list of candidate areas expanding beyond our

initial vision-focused list.

https://alleninstitute.org/division/mindscope/openscope/
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Mackenzie Mathis

Assistant Professor 

EPFL

Bertarelli Foundation 

Chair of Integrative 

Neuroscience

European Laboratory for 

Learning and Intelligent 

Systems (ELLIS) Scholar

Satrajit S Ghosh

Principal Research Scientist 

MIT

Assistant Professor

Harvard Medical School

Adrienne Fairhall

Professor

Department of Physiology and Biophysics

Adjunct Professor

Department of Physics

Adjunct Professor

Department of Applied Mathematics

Co-Director

UW Computational Neuroscience Center

University of Washington

Konrad Paul Kording

Nathan Francis Mossell 

University Professor

University of Pennsylvania

Nicholas A. Steinmetz

Assistant Professor

Department of Biological 

Structure

University of Washington

Joel Zylberberg

Assistant Professor and 

Canada Research Chair

York University

Natalie Trzcinski 

Program Director at 

National Institute of 

Neurological Disorders 

and Stroke (NINDS)

External 
Steering Committee Members
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John Phillips

Executive Director

MindScope Program

The Allen Institute

Jerome Lecoq

Associate Investigator

MindScope Program

The Allen Institute

Co-PI on OpenScope award

Christof Koch

Chief Scientist

MindScope Program

The Allen Institute

Co-PI on OpenScope 

Award

Allen Institute
OpenScope Leadership



THANK YOU

We w ish to thank the Allen 

Institute founder, Paul G. Allen, 
for his vision, encouragement, 

and support.
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the authors and does not necessarily represent the off icial views of the National Institutes of Health
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